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Abstract 
Stress is an unavoidable aspect of human life, and despite a large body of research 
on stress, the relationship between chronic or traumatic stress and cognition is not yet 
fully explained. One component lacking research is visual attention, an area of visual 
cognition which is an essential part of our ability to interact with the world around us. 
This is especially true in the context of trauma and stress related disorders, and having a 
better understanding of how traumatic stress impacts attention and perception can inform 
psychotherapy for these issues. The current study aims to conceptualize how stressors 
impact the visual perception abilities of college students in a non-clinical population. 
Utilizing stimulus presentation software, student ' s  sustained attention, change blindness, 
and inattentional blindness was measured before and after exposure to either stress 
inducing or neutral tasks. Participants' preexisting stress levels were measured before 
engaging in the tasks, and performance of participants with both high and low preexisting 
stress were compared. Results suggest that acute stress may not have a significant impact 
on visual attention performance, but that chronic stress does appear to have a detrimental 
effect on sustained attention and change blindness. 
Keywords: Stress, Perception, Attention, Change Blindness, Inattentional 
Blindness, PTSD, Chronic Stress, Acute Stress 
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STRESS AND VISUAL ATTENTION 
Stress as a Moderator of Visual Perception: 
Do Elevated Stress Levels Interfere with Visual Cognition? 
Stress is an unavoidable aspect of human life and, despite a large body of research 
on stress, the influence of excessive amounts of stress on visual cognition has yet to be 
fully explained. This is especially true in the context of stress and trauma related 
disorders; few studies have directly examined visual attention in relation to these 
conditions. Mental health disorders such as Depression, Anxiety, and Posttraumatic 
Stress Disorder (PTSD) are all closely related to elevated or chronic exposure to stress. 
Trauma is the result of an individual being overwhelmed and overloaded by stress or 
stressors, and experiencing a trauma is the number one predictor for developing PTSD. 
Every day thousands of men, women, and children around the world are exposed to 
traumatic events. In the United States alone the lifetime prevalence rate of PTSD is 8. 7% 
(American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Understanding the relationship between 
traumatic stress and cognitive functioning is important when considering the use and 
efficacy of treatments for PTSD and other disorders connected to chronic stress. Because 
stress is a universal experience, and chronic or intense exposure is directly related to 
mental health conditions, it is crucial to gain an understanding of the ways that stress can 
impact us. 
To better understand how traumatic stress affects visual attention, it is necessary 
to first understand how acute and chronic stressors can impact individual attention. One 
of the most important components to examine is sustained-attention, or the ability to 
maintain focus over time, as it plays a major role in how we gather information 
(Thomson, Besner, & Smilek, 1 948). Although some research has been conducted on 
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this topic, further clarifying this relationship within a nonclinical population will help to 
establish a basic understanding of how stress can moderate attention. More specifically, 
there is a lack of research examining the relationship between stress and change 
blindness, a function of visual attention. Change blindness is the inability to detect 
changes occurring in the environment, and this tends to be present in most individuals to 
a moderate degree (Simons & Ambinder, 2005) .  S imilarly, little is known about how 
stress might influence other functions of visual attention, such as inattentional blindness. 
Inattentional blindness is the natural tendency to not perceive stimuli within the visual 
field we are attending to if we are not directly looking for it (Mack & Rock, 1998). The 
current study aims to establish the effect of stressors on components of visual attention. 
Understanding Stress 
Stress has been characterized in a variety of ways, including Cannon's fight or 
flight description of stress and Hans Selye's stress model focusing on physical triggers of 
the stress response (Lupien, 2013 ). The cognitive theory of stress posits that stress is the 
result of an interaction between a person and the environment where demands seem 
harmful or unmanageable (Schlotz, Yim, Zoccola, Jansen, & Schulz, 201 1) .  For the 
purposes of this study we define stress as responses in the body that are triggered by 
environmental stimuli and enable a person to cope with demanding situations. 
It is also important to consider that the degree to which a person responds to a 
. 
specific stressor is very individualized--there are many different personality variables that 
appear to be correlated with elevated stress responses (Schlotz et al., 201 1 ). These 
responses are a hypothesized set of traits developed through natural selection very early 
in our species' history, and they come with both costs and benefits (Nesse, Bhatnagar, & 
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Young, 2007). If we had adapted to be more resilient to experiencing stress, thus 
generating less response, it could hinder important survival mechanisms, such as our 
immune system. On the other hand, if we were less responsive to stressors, such as 
predators or other threats, it could result in death. Nesse and colleagues (2007) describe 
our current stress responses as adaptive despite a preference for short term benefits over 
long term health. 
In the short term stress can be adaptive; it can activate crucial areas of the body 
such as neural pathways, the cardiovascular system, the immune system and more 
(McCabe & Milosevic, 2015; McEwen & Sapolsky, 1995). These responses can be 
beneficial when dealing with acute stressors. Much like our ancestors running from 
predators, having greater system-wide activation when dealing with an emergency, such 
as a car crash or a serious illness, can help protect our bodies from harm. For example, 
an increase in neural activity can help to improve memory performance and will allow a 
person to gather crucial information in a dangerous situation (Booth & Sharma, 2009; 
McEwen & Sapolsky, 1995). This memory could be the difference between finding 
shelter and dying of exposure. In modern times, this could be the memory of where to 
find the hospital or police station. 
In contrast, extended periods of stress or chronic activation of the stress response 
can cause impairments. Long term or chronic exposure to stress becomes dangerous, as 
the effort required to keep the body in the state of alertness demanded by stress is a 
difficult burden, and the body can begin to suffer (McEwen, 2008). Additionally, the 
increased presence of stress hormones such as cortisol when unmoderated can begin to 
cause deterioration in the brain and the body (Lupien, McEwen, Gunnar, & Heim, 2009; 
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McEwen, 2008; Segerstrom & Miller, 2004). This strain can lead to an increased risk for 
stroke and heart attack, as well as cause sleep deprivation which is related to decreases in 
overall physical well-being (McEwen, 2008). Furthermore, exposure to chronic stress 
can damage and weaken the immune system, making our bodies more vulnerable to 
disease (Segerstrom & Miller, 2004). Chronic stress can cause often permanent changes 
within the brain, resulting in dramatic behavior changes such as increased eating, 
decreased sleep, or an increase in aggression or risky behavior can lead to susceptibility 
to other physical problems and disease (Cohen, Janicki-Deverts, & Miller, 2007). 
Most importantly, stress, both chronic and acute, seems to have a significant 
impact on the way that the brain gathers and process information. The hormones cortisol, 
epinephrine, and norepinephrine that are released during times of distress are able to 
cross the blood-brain barrier and interfere with key structures in the brain by binding to 
their respective receptors (Baker & Kim, 2002; Lupien, 2013; McEwen, 2008). Baker 
and Kim (2002) show that structures such as the hippocampus, which is associated with 
learning and memory, have a high number of receptors that cortisol can bind to and thus 
are more likely to be impacted by chronic stress. In fact, evidence suggests that chronic 
exposure to large amounts of stress hormones can act like a poison and cause tissue decay 
in the hippocampus (Lupien et al., 2007). A study conducted by Liston et al. (2006) 
confirmed that chronic stress levels can reduce dendrite material in the hippocampus and 
other important brain regions by around 20%. Atrophy of the hippocampus is associated 
with disorders such as PTSD and long term Major Depression (McEwen, 2008). These 
disorders both have symptoms dealing with trouble concentrating and other cognitive 
10 
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impairments, likely a direct result of cortisol' s effect on the hippocampus and other brain 
structures. 
Stress Response and PTSD 
Over the past several decades a large body of research has been devoted to 
understanding the function and impact of stress on physical, mental, and emotional well­
being. Due to the subjective nature of stress, there are many different explanations for 
stress, its purpose, and how it impacts our bodies. One of the clearest explanations of 
stress thus far is the immediate response of the body to stressors, called the "fight or 
flight" response, described by Cannon in 1929 (Milosevic & McCabe, 2015) .  This 
response to danger triggers the release of hormones like cortisol and epinephrine, 
activates the crucial functions of the autonomic nervous system, and suppresses bodily 
functions that are not necessary for survival (McEwen, 2008).  More importantly, this 
understanding of stress has led to many breakthroughs in the medical community in 
regard to serious health conditions linked to chronic stress. Doctors are better able to 
combat and conceptualize heart disease, gastrointestinal problems such as ulcers and 
irritable bowel syndrome, and even immune disorders such as HIV/AIDs (Cohen et al., 
2007). 
Although there is high potential for physical damage from stress, it can also 
induce a number of serious psychological effects. Because stress has a direct impact on 
crucial areas of the brain, such as the hippocampus, amygdala, and prefrontal cortex, 
many important systems are impacted (Weymar, Schwabe, Low, & Hamm, 2012). These 
changes can be both positive and negative, but evidence shows that stress can interfere 
with cognition (e.g. attention, memory, and perception) as well as increase susceptibility 
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to psychological disorders (Lupien Maheu, Tu, Fiocco, & Schramek, 2007; McEwen & 
Sapolsky, 1 995; Weymar et al., 20 1 2) .  Disorders such as PTSD, Acute Stress Disorder, 
Depression, and Generalized Anxiety Disorder are all connected to unmoderated stress 
(Liston et al., 2006; Lupien et al . ,  2007) . This brief list is certainly not all-inclusive; 
many more psychological problems are the direct result of damage caused by stress. 
One of the important issues that has received more attention in recent years is the 
impact of high levels of stress experienced by individuals with PTSD on their cognitive 
functioning. Specifically, research in this area has tried to conceptualize the role of stress 
in major PTSD symptoms such as hypervigilance and hyperarousal, as well as related 
cognitive deficits that individuals with PTSD often exhibit (Barlow-Ogden & Poynter, 
2012; Dennis et al . ,  2004; Vasterling, Brailey, Constans, & Sutker, 1 998; Weymar et al., 
20 12). It is unclear if these symptoms are a direct result of elevated stress levels in the 
body, as there is some evidence that stress can enhance both memory encoding and 
attention short-term. To better understand the effects of stress on aspects of visual 
attention, three major components are being examined in the current study: sustained 
attention, change blindness, and inattentional blindness. 
Impact on Visual Attention 
Studies have shown that stress, from a number of different sources, can alter 
cognition (Allan et al . ,  20 1 4; Campbell, Labelle, Bacon, Faris, & Carlson, 20 1 2). In the 
study by Allan and colleagues (20 14), nurses working for telephone helplines showed 
significant declines in cognitive performance after stressful shifts. Despite showing an 
increase in processing speed during these stressful shifts, nurses were more likely to 
make cognitive errors (lapses in memory, attention, or concentration) and to show poorer 
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work performance. It appears that glucocorticoids, the stress hormones including 
cortisol, inhibit the central nervous system due to the large amount of receptors located in 
the frontal lobe and on the hippocampus (Lupien et al., 2007; Lupien et al., 2009). 
Several studies have shown that after exposure to stress, memory is significantly 
impaired; specifically that working memory declines (Lupien et al., 2007) and that 
creation of false memories becomes more likely (Payne, Nadel, Allen, Thomas, & 
Jacobs, 2002). 
These effects seem to be even more pronounced in PTSD populations. PTSD 
appears to be connected to long term cognitive impairments (Vasterling et al. , 201 2). 
When tested, veterans with PTSD perform significantly worse than others on tasks of 
both memory and attention, and they seem to have more difficulty with being able to 
encode information (Vasterling et al. ,  1998). These veterans exhibit greater difficulty 
with initial learning and a significantly greater sensitivity to interference. When further 
exploring these trends in Vietnam veterans, Vasterling et al. (2002) found similar results; 
veterans with PTSD diagnoses showed poorer performance on assessments of sustained 
attention, working memory, and verbal information processing. Veterans deployed 
overseas to Iraq have also shown impairments in their sustained attention, verbal 
learning, and visual-spatial memory ( Vasterling et al., 2006). These additional deficits 
could be indicative of further damage caused by traumatic and chronic stress. 
Sustained Attention. In both individuals with and without PTSD, attention is a 
major area of concern when examining the impacts of stress. Attention can be defined as 
three major actions of the mind: awareness of external and internal stimuli, processing of 
sensory input, and maintaining a state of alertness (Posner & Peterson, 1989). Attention 
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is a very important aspect of human cognition, as it allows individuals to perform tasks 
and to notice changes in the environment. This awareness is often most crucial in the 
visual realm; we utilize visual attention to read, to assess emotions in others, and to orient 
ourselves in space. Being able to sustain our attention, especially in the visual realm, is 
crucial to important areas of life such as work performance (Thomson et al. , 1 948). 
Long-term sustained attention is difficult, even for the most diligent of people. 
Inevitably our minds will wander, shifting focus from the task at hand to more internal 
events such as sensations or memories (Jackson & Balota, 2012). Smallwood and 
Schooler (2006) originally defined mind wandering as a shift in attention, away from a 
task and toward unrelated information. This mind wandering can also be described as 
vigilance decrement, a term used in sustained attention literature to describe the decline 
of performance on sustained-attention tasks as the amount of time spent on the task 
increases (Thomson et al. , 1948). A lapse in sustained attention may seem harmless, 
distraction while reading is merely inconvenient, but there are plenty of instances in 
which it can be dangerous. Some lapses of sustained-attention can lead to serious 
consequences, such failing to signal when driving, not performing a thorough check in a 
factory, or taking more than a safe dosage of medicine. 
Although it is natural for our sustained-attention to eventually deteriorate over 
time, typically in less than an hour, there is evidence that suggests stress can have an 
effect on how long we can maintain focus. Vigilance decrement typically begins to occur 
within 15 minutes of working on a task, but when performing a task with high demands 
(e.g. is mentally stressful), a decline in sustained attention can occur as soon as five 
minutes into the task (Warm, Parasuraman, & Matthews, 2008). 
14 
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Previous research suggests that feeling stress changes the way that we can allocate 
our attention (Booth & Sharma, 2009; Chajut & Algom, 2003; Ellenbogen, Schwartzman, 
Stewart, & Walker, 2002; Eysenck, Derakshan, Santos, & Calvo, 2007; Weymar et al . ,  
2012) . Stressors appear to have a detrimental effect on attention control,  focus is 
naturally drawn away from a task and toward the source of stress whether it i s  internal 
(e.g. thoughts, discomfort) or external (e.g. environment, social evaluation) (Eysenck et 
al., 2007). Research conducted by Ellenbogen et al . (2002) showed similar results, and 
suggested that elevated levels of cortisol impede selective attention, which in turn 
interferes with the ability to filter out irrelevant information. This effect was replicated in 
the study by Booth and Sharma (2009). This finding is also supported by Mogg et al . 
(1990) in which this interference appears to make individuals more likely to shift 
attention toward stimuli that are threatening, such as words with negative connotations. 
Exposure to acute stress has been shown to increase the encoding of aversive stimuli ,  and 
seems to be a connected to the strong reactions of individuals with PTSD (Weymar et al . ,  
2012) . Together this evidence shows that both chronic and acute stress exposure can 
impair the mind's ability to direct and control attention. 
Change Blindness. Even when attention is focused, and a person is closely 
attending to a task, there are still times when stimuli are missed. Change blindness is the 
failure to notice large changes in the environment, and it can occur even when we are 
paying attention (Simons & Levin, 1997) . Even when we are actively searching for 
changes, we tend to struggle with locating them (Simons & Ambinder, 2005), although 
they appear glaringly obvious once we notice them. 
15 
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Simons and Levin ( 1 997) have performed a number of classic experiments that 
showed the extent to which we fail to notice changes in our surroundings. One example 
is the door event, where an experimenter begins to give directions to a participant, but 
they are interrupted when two people carry a door or other large item between the 
experimenter and the participant. While the door is passing by, the experimenter 
switches places with another experimenter who is dressed and looks completely different. 
In this experiment only 50% of participants noticed that the person changed (Simons & 
Levin, 1 997), showing how dramatically we can overlook changes after a momentary 
interruption. In later studies it has been shown that even in the absence of some form of 
disruption, we are still likely to fall prey to change blindness (Simons, Franconeri, & 
Reimer, 2000). This appears to be true even for very large changes if they occur 
gradually. Change blindness seems to occur any time there is a diversion which interrupts 
the change signal (Simons & Ambinder, 2005) similar to the way that stress can impact 
sustained-attention. There is little to no research regarding how stressors affect levels of 
change blindness. 
Understanding how stress could further increase change blindness or improve 
accuracy in change detection could prove very beneficial in many ways. Change 
blindness can prove dangerous in numerous high-risk situations. One such example of a 
high-risk situation is eyewitness reports. In an experiment conducted by Fitzgerald, 
Oriel, and Price (201 4  ), participants were instructed to closely attend to a videotaped 
crime in which there was a change between an innocent person and a criminal. They then 
asked participants to identify the criminal in a lineup following a short filler activity. 
Only about one third of the participants noticed the change: of those that did not identify 
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the change (were change blind) only about 28% showed accuracy in their line-up 
(Fitzgerald et al., 2014). Individuals experiencing change blindness were more likely to 
identify the innocent person and filler individuals as culprits, suggesting that eye-witness 
accounts are highly unreliable given that change blindness can occur even when we feel 
that we are paying attention. 
Additionally, it is important to note that other research has shown that individuals 
who understand change blindness will still experience it (Levin, Momen, Drivdahl, & 
Simons, 2000). In fact, both those who are and are not aware of change blindness tend to 
overestimate their ability and the ability of others to detect change. Research has shown 
that change blindness occurs across multiple cultures, although it can vary in presentation 
such as being more aware of focal versus contextual changes (Masuda & Nisbett, 2006). 
Because this is a widespread and relevant phenomenon, understanding the way in which 
it can fluctuate in relation to our mental health is very important. 
Inattentional Blindness. Similar to change blindness is the natural phenomena 
of inattentional blindness. Originally described by Mack and Rock ( 1998), inattentional 
blindness is the inability to perceive stimuli when they are not being directly attended to. 
It is also referred to sometimes as "looking without seeing" or "sighted blindness." 
Although change blindness describes the phenomena where we are unable to detect 
changes to objects or our environment, inattentional blindness is being unable to even 
perceive objects at all if attention is not given to them (Simons & Chabris, 1999). In the 
original inattentional blindness study, where participants engaged in a decoy activity and 
an unexpected stimulus was presented within their area of focus, close to 25% of 
participants failed to observe the stimulus (Mack & Rock, 1998). When they altered the 
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location of the stimulus to be presented away from the target object and with the fixation 
cross, this percentage increased to close to 75 percent. These results suggest that we 
direct our focus to tasks which we have prioritized and new or additional information is 
much more difficult to encode. 
Inattentional blindness, as a natural function of the human mind, serves as a way 
to allow us to direct our attention. Without an ability to filter out visual information that 
we perceive we would be unable to comprehend our experience. To many, both change 
blindness and inattentional blindness are alarming when observed; we are often lead 
astray by our belief that our minds are capable of viewing and encoding a vast amount of 
rich visual information at all times (Levin, Drivdahl, Momen, & Beck, 2002). This effect 
can be seen in occurrences where we become aware of our own inattentional blindness, 
such as when we fail to see a friend in a crowd while we are searching for an address or 
specific building. In the study conducted by Simons and Chabris (1999) where 
participants observed a scene with people passing a basketball and the unexpected 
stimulus was a gorilla walking by, participants were often alarmed by their failure to 
observe such an unusual stimulus (Simons, 2000). We often have the erroneous belief 
that unusual events will capture our attention (Levin et al., 2000), however unusual 
stimuli appear to be just as likely to go unnoticed. 
Even more alarming, are the instances of inattentional blindness that result in 
danger, such as a driver failing to see someone step out into the crosswalk or a car in their 
blind spot, or a nurse missing an allergy on a patient chart. Although inattentional 
blindness is beneficial by helping us limit the amount of information we attempt to 
process, it can also result in danger. For this reason it is important to gain an 
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understanding of how stress might impact this phenomenon. If stress were to cause an 
increase in inattentional blindness a situation perceived as dangerous could become even 
more so and in turn increase the body's stress response. Additionally, it is important to 
understand how changes in visual perception abilities might impact mental health 
symptoms such as hypervigilance. 
Current Research 
There is a startling lack of information regarding the interaction of stress with 
levels of visual attention. The phenomena of change blindness can have a significant 
impact on our ability to function in social situations and in important areas of work 
performance. As mentioned previously, inattentional blindness is crucial in many high­
risk activities such as driving. Research into these areas could help to clarify the 
dangerous effect that stress can have on our performance in everyday activities and how 
allowing ourselves to become overwhelmed by stress can endanger us more ways than 
just feelings of irritability and exhaustion. Additionally, clarifying this relationship in a 
nonclinical population could set up a foundation for exploring this relationship in stress­
related disorders such as PTSD or Anxiety in the future. Already an underserved 
population, victims of trauma could potentially be at additional risk for car-accidents and 
lapses in attention than other populations, especially in situations that trigger 
hyperarousal and stress hormone activation. The aim of this study is to examine the 
cardiovascular and behavioral changes associated with acute mental stress. Specifically, 
this study will examine behavioral measures of sustained-attention, change blindness, and 
inattentional blindness. 
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To produce stress, this study utilized the mental arithmetic task from the Trier 
Social Stress Test (TSST), also called the serial subtraction task (Kirschbaum, Pirke, & 
Hellhammer, 1 993). These lab-induced stressors are categorized as acute time-limited 
stressors (Segerstrom & Miller, 2004) due to the fact that they are stressors which are 
only produced in the lab and are not the same as those occurring in natural settings. This 
type of stressor is ideal for examining the immediate effects of moderate stress levels on 
the participant's ability to perceive and attend to the environment. This task has been 
shown to reliably evoke cortisol responses indicating increased stress levels (Lupien, 
20 1 3).  The amount of stress induced through this method is comparable to what would 
be experienced in a natural setting, making it an ideal way to ethically create stress in 
participants. 
An important consideration of this study, however, is that sustained attention and 
change blindness tasks are inherently stress inducing (Hancock & Warm, 1 989; Warm et 
al., 2008), as are most tasks that require mental effort. Therefore, within this study 
physiological indications of stress levels will be measured throughout the process. 
Participants reported their current stress levels upon arrival and their average stress over 
the past month was assessed. Having this self-report of stress levels, combined with the 
physiological fluctuation in stress before, during, and after the stress inducing task 
provided an overall picture of each participant's level of stress response. Taken in 
combination with the data showing performance on the visual attention tasks, a clear 
picture of how stress can interfere with visual performance should appear. Based on the 
research examined previously, individuals with greater pre-existing stress levels will 
likely show poorer performance on the tasks, and therefore it is expected that these 
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individuals will show a greater physical stress response to all tasks. Similarly, there 
should be a change in performance between the initial task performance and the 
performance following the stress task. 
Hypotheses. In an effort to further the understanding of the relationship between 
stress and visual attention, the current study aims to test the following hypotheses. 
1 .  Performance on sustained attention tasks will be significantly poorer after 
exposure to a stressful situation. Based on evidence found in vigilance decrement 
research, it is expected in this study that sustained attention will naturally decline 
over time both within individual blocks of the task and across the attention task as 
a whole. Additionally, because it is likely more difficult to maintain focus, this 
effect should be pronounced after experiencing acute stress. 
2. Performance on change blindness tasks will be significantly poorer after exposure 
to a stressful situation. 
3. Participants exposed to stress will exhibit poorer performance on the inattentional 
blindness task than their peers. 
4. Participants who self-report a higher level of preexisting stress will show an 
overall impairment in performance on all measures of visual attention. 
Method 
Participants 
Undergraduate students at Eastern Illinois University enrolled in the Introductory 
Psychology Research Participation Pool were recruited to participate in the current study 
in exchange for research participation credit. The study was advertised in the SONA 
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online registration system, with a basic description of the study, and interested students 
signed up voluntarily for individual time slots. 
A total of 54 students volunteered, and all were randomly assigned to either the 
stress or non-stress conditions, 27 in each group. As shown in Table 1, the majority of 
participants were under the age of20. Participants were a majority female (72.2%) 
Caucasian (61.1 %) freshman (68.5%). 
Materials 
Surveys. 
Demographic survey. The demographic survey consisted of four demographic 
items (age, gender, school year, and ethnicity), and one item for assessing current stress 
level. This item asked "How would you rate your current level of stress?" on a Likert 
scale where 1 =Not at all Stressed and 7 = Overwhelmed, Appendix A 
Perceived stress. The Perceived Stress Scale (PSS) (Cohen, 1994) measures 
feelings of stress occurring over the past month, where frequency was rated on a Likert 
scale (0 =never, 4 =very often) utilizing questions such as "In the past month, how often 
have you felt that you were unable to control the important things in your life?" (See 
Appendix A). In college student samples, the PSS has shown a coefficient reliability 
alpha of .85 (Cohen, Kamarck, & Mermelstein, 1983). The PSS has been proven to be an 
effective measure of general stress levels, and the 10-item version appears to be the most 
reliable compared to the 4- and 14-item variants (Lee, 2012). 
Stimulus Presentation. Visual stimuli for this experiment were created with the 
program OpenSesame (Mathot, Schreij, & Theeuwes, 2012), which is an open source 
python programming tool that allows users to create and run custom experiments. A total 
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of three tasks were created in OpenSesame: a Sustained Attention task, a Change 
Blindness task, and an Inattentional Blindness task. 
Sustained Attention. The Sustained Attention task, modeled after the Sustained 
Attention to Response Task developed by Robertson et al. (as cited in Jackson & Balota, 
20 12), involves participants viewing a series of five digits (e.g. " 1  2 3 4 5") on the screen 
and responding to indicate whether a specific number (e.g., "4") is or is not present in the 
series (appendix B). Although the SART task is typically a go no-go task, the variation 
utilized for this experiment was a continual performance task that required participants to 
respond both to the presence and absence of the critical number. These digits were 
displayed in a white font presented on a black screen, and each series appeared on the 
screen for a total of 500 ms before moving on to the next series. This task had a series of 
20 practice trials, followed by three sets of 50 experimental trials. Between each of the 
experimental sets, participants were given the opportunity to take a short break. The task 
took an average of six minutes to complete. Accuracy for the sustained attention tasks 
was defined as the percentage of hits versus misses, where no response or a timeout was 
counted as a miss. 
Change blindness. Based on the flicker paradigm created by Rensink, O'Regan, 
and Clark ( 1996), the Change Blindness task utilized pairs of images separated by a gray 
mask to measure change blindness. The pairs of images were identical aside from one 
altered aspect of the image, such as an item being removed, added, or shifted in any 
direction. For example, a scene of a barn next to a body of water was altered by 
extending the reflection of the barn in the water. The differences between the images are 
readily apparent when there is no mask being used. Each image in the pair was presented 
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in an alternating order for 250 ms, separated by a blank gray mask for 80 ms between 
each presentation (see Appendix C). Participants were shown each pair of images 
repeatedly until they correctly identified the change by clicking on the region of interest 
with their mouse, or until 3 0  seconds had elapsed. The task began with a practice image 
pair to introduce participants to the procedure and was followed by 10 pairs of 
experimental images. For the post-test ,  a second version of the task was created with an 
additional 10 pairs of images and a new practice item so that prior learning would not 
interfere with the results.  The change blindness task took an average of three and a half 
minutes for a participant to complete. Accuracy for these tasks was measured as a 
percentage of the number of correct clicks (always 1) over the total number of misses for 
each image. For images where no response was given in the allotted time, accuracy was 
considered to be zero .  
Inattentional blindness. Inattentional Blindness was measured utilizing a task 
designed to duplicate the paradigm developed by Mack and Rock ( 1998). The 
inattentional blindness task utilized misdirection by having participants focus on an 
activity that was not the primary purpose of the experiment. Participants were instructed 
to focus on a small fixation cross for 1500 ms, until a larger cross appeared for 200 ms 
before being replaced with a mask image that lasted for 500 ms (see Appendix D). The 
crosses were white font on a black background, and were located within a circled area of 
the window. Participants made a judgement of which arm (horizontal or vertical) of the 
larger cross was longer or if both arms were the same length. Participants had an 
indefinite amount of time to respond to this multiple choice question. This was true for all 
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eight trials in the experimental portion of the task and for the single practice trial 
presented at the beginning of the task. 
In the experiment, participants were presented with seven non-critical trials and 
only one critical trial. In the critical trial, an additional stimulus (a white square located 
in the upper left hand quadrant) was presented within the immediate visual field near the 
second cross. After providing their answer to the arm length question on the critical trial, 
participants were also asked if they observed anything additional in the last trial other 
than the crosses or the mask. If they responded in the affirmative they were asked to 
describe the additional object seen to assure their understanding. Inaccurate descriptions 
of the white box were considered as missing the critical stimulus. The critical trial comes 
after the participants have responded to three non-critical trials, and was followed by an 
additional three non-critical trials. All three attentional tasks were presented in I 024px 
by 768px window on a standard desktop computer with an 18-inch monitor with 
participants seated approximately 20 inches away. 
Stress Induction. Stress was produced utilizing a mental arithmetic task modeled 
after the Trier Social Stress Test (TSST), also called the serial subtraction task 
(Kirschbaum et al., 1 993). Participants were instructed to subtract increments of 1 3  from 
1 ,022 out loud while being monitored by the experimenter. They were instructed to work 
as quickly as possible, while making as few mistakes as they could. Each time a 
participant made a calculation er or, the experimenter informed the participant that they 
were incorrect and repeated the original large total to cue the student to start over. 
Participants were provided with very little feedback from the experimenter, limited to 
instances of incorrect answers. The experimenter recorded correct responses and the 
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number of restarts required on a recording form hidden from the participants' view on a 
clipboard (see Appendix E). A cellphone timer was utilized as a stopwatch by the 
experimenter. Participants assigned to the non-stress condition stayed in the sound proof 
booth for their neutral task. These students observed a ten minute video of nature scenes 
with gentle music from the BBC program Planet Earth. 
Physiological Data Recording. To record cardiovascular changes experienced 
throughout the experiment, all participants wore a Zephyr BioHarness 3 professional 
Bluetooth heart rate monitor, which is a small unit mounted to a chest strap that 
wirelessly gathered heart rate data. This data was recorded and monitored in real-time 
using the accompanying software suite, Zephyr OmniSense (Zephyr, 2013). 
Procedure 
Informed consent was obtained from all participants before beginning the 
experiment, and all data was gathered following guidelines established by the American 
Psychological Association and with approval from the IRB. All students willing to 
participate in the study were informed that they were free to withdraw at any time. All 
data were collected in a soundproof booth. The purpose of this setting was to minimize 
external distractions native to the university environment that could confound an 
individual's  level of attention for a task. Responses were kept completely anonymous 
and all data were used in aggregate. Participation in the study took a maximum of 60 
minutes, typically closer to 45 minutes. 
After being recruited through the SONA website, participants arrived to the lab at 
a specified appointment time. Before beginning participation, participants were 
informally assessed for epilepsy or light sensitivity, heart conditions, and claustrophobia 
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to ensure safe participation. Following completion of the informed consent form, 
students were instructed to put on the heart rate monitor ensuring proper positioning. 
After a reliable signal was verified, recording of the heart rate data was started. 
Participants were then asked to sit without activity for a short period of five to seven 
minutes, allowing them to acclimate to the lab setting and to establish a baseline resting 
heart rate (RHR). This also allowed for the chance to ensure that the heart rate monitor 
was being worn correctly, and that the signal from the monitor to the computer was 
reading properly. Following the establishment of the RHR, students completed the initial 
survey. For this PSS and demographic survey, completion of the materials  occurred on a 
Google Forms online survey, accessed on a lab computer. 
Experimental manipulation allowed for participants to be randomly assigned into 
one of two conditions, stressed and non-stressed, while counterbalancing for the order of 
task presentation minimized the effects of task order and learning. Independent variables 
in this experiment included a between-subjects stress condition (stress or non-stress 
condition) and a within-subjects factor of time (pre- and posttest). 
The tasks completed next varied based on group assignment and 
counterbalancing. Students first completed either the Sustained Attention task, or one of 
the two versions of the Change Blindness task. Following the completion of the first 
task, participants immediately began completing the second task. At the beginning of 
every task, the researcher recorded the time and the participant ' s  current heart rate . No 
feedback about performance was provided to the students for any of the tasks. Data was 
recorded through OpenSesame and later converted into an SPSS data file for analysis. 
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For the sustained attention task, students first viewed simple instructions 
explaining the task. They then were given additional instructions for a short practice 
section which contained 20 series of numbers. A second set of instructions followed the 
practice session, alerting participants to the beginning of the experimental phase of the 
task. Students continued with the continual response procedure for the next three sets of 
50 series. Between each set was an option for the participants to take a short break; they 
were allowed as much time as they desired for the break. 
Similar to the sustained attention task, participants began the change blindness 
task by first viewing an overview of the task instructions. A set of practice instructions 
were given, and students completed a practice trial of the task which contained only one 
image pair. This was followed by another set of instructions which alerted participants to 
the beginning of the experiment. In the experimental phase, students viewed ten pairs of 
images. Participants each completed one practice item and ten trial items before moving 
on to the next task in the experiment. 
After completion of the first two visual computer tasks, participants then engaged 
in either the stress inducing task (TSSS) or the neutral task (nature video) depending on 
their random assignment to the conditions. Both of these tasks lasted a total of ten 
minutes. 
Following completion of the stress inducing or neutral tasks, participants returned 
to completing stimulus presentation tasks on the computer. They completed three 
additional tasks, with order varied, two of which were repeats of the sustained attention 
task and the change blindness task. The sustained attention task followed the same 
random number selection procedure for the second completion. The second change 
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blindness task contained ten new pairs of images in order to combat the effect of learning 
on performance. The third task measured inattentional blindness. Following the 
completion of all stimulus presentation tasks, clients were instructed to remove the heart 
rate monitor and exit the sound proof booth. Students were given the opportunity to ask 
questions and a verbal debriefing occmTed. Data gathered in the Google forms, the heart 
rate monitor, and each stimulus presentation program were gathered into SPSS for 
analysis. 
Statistical Analysis. A mixed factorial ANOV A was conducted on the 
performance (both accuracy and response time) of participants on each task to determine 
if there is a significant difference between the non-stressed and the stressed conditions 
over time. A similar set of analyses was repeated on the response times of participants on 
all tasks. To determine if preexisting stress level predicted an overall impairment in 
perfonnance on either sustained attention or change blindness tasks, a median split was 
performed on the participant scores of participants on the PSS. Participants were evenly 
sorted into high and low pre-existing stress levels. Mixed factorial design ANOVAs 
were conducted again with the PSS median scores added as an additional between­
subj ects variable to see if these scores impacted performance.  A Chi-square test was run 
on the inattentional blindness results and the stress conditions. Pearson's  r correlations 
were calculated to examine relationships between variables. Lastly, ANOVAs for mixed 
factorial designs were conducted on the changes in HR across three different time points 
for both the sustained attention and the change blindness tasks. These included average 
HR at the pretest, the intervention, and the posttest. A median split was performed on the 
PSS scores to gain additional clarification and exploration of the results after initial 
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results yielded very near significant trends. The original analyses were repeated with 
PSS median scores as an additional factor. All analyses had alpha levels set at .05. 
Results 
Acute Stress 
Sustained Attention. The first analyses examined the impact of acute stress on 
performance on sustained attention tasks (see Table 2) . Results indicated that there was 
no significant interaction between stress condition and time (pre/post) on accuracy scores. 
There was also no significant interaction between stress condition and blocks over time. 
However, there was a significant main effect of time, F(l ,  51) = 22.86, p < .001, 1Jp 2 = 
.31, where overall performance on the posttest (M = .35, SD = .20) was significantly 
better than performance on the pretest (M = .25, SD = .15) . There was also a significant 
main effect of separate blocks over time, F(2, 102) = 6.53, p = .002, 1Jp 2 = .11, where 
participants' performance improved from one block to the next. Multiple t-tests with 
Bonferroni corrections further indicate that the pairwise comparisons between blocks one 
and three were statistically significant (p =.003), however no other pairwise comparisons 
achieved significance. Average performance on both trials showed that accuracy on the 
third block of the task (M = . 33, SD =  .03) was significantly better than on the first block 
(M = . 28, SD = .02) . Overall performance improved over time; the third posttest block 
(M = .37, SD = .22) was better than the second (M = .35, SD = .22), and the first (M = 
.33, SD = .21 ), which was also better than the third (M = .28, SD = . 1 8), second (M = .26, 
SD = .17), and first (M = .22, SD = .16), pretest blocks. These results did not support the 
hypothesis that sustained attention performance would be impaired by acute stress, or that 
a decline in performance would happen over time due to vigilance decrement. 
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To fmiher examine the potential effect of stress on sustained attention abilities, an 
additional analysis of variance for mixed factorial designs was conducted on the average 
response times on the sustained attention tasks. Results indicate that there were no 
significant interactions between stress condition and time or between stress condition and 
blocks over time. There were also no significant main effects. These findings did not 
support the hypothesis that acute stress would impair sustained attention performance. 
Change Blindness. To test the prediction that participants experiencing acute 
stress would exhibit poorer performance on change blindness tasks, a two-way analysis 
of variance for mixed factorial designs was performed on the accuracy scores (see Table 
3 ) . Results showed that there was no significant interaction between stress condition and 
time. However, there was a significant main effect of time, F( l ,  52) = 4.59, p = .04, 7Jp 2 
= .08. Participants in both conditions showed significantly higher accuracy in their 
posttest performance (M = . 79, SD = . 15) than they did in their pretest performance (M = 
.74, SD = . 15) .  A two-way analysis of variance for mixed factorial designs performed on 
the average response times for the change blindness tasks found no significant interaction 
between stress condition and time, nor any significant main effects. Together, these 
results did not support the hypothesis that acute mental stress would impair performance 
on change blindness tasks. 
To further examine the potential effect of stress on change blindness. an 
additional analysis of variance for mixed factorial designs was conducted on the average 
response times. Similar to the sustained attention tasks, results indicate that there were 
no significant interactions between stress condition and time, nor was there a significant 
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main effect. These findings did not support the hypothesis that acute stress would impair 
performance on change blindness tasks. 
Inattentional Blindness. A chi-square test for independence was conducted on 
the percentages of participants in the stress and non-stress conditions who detected the 
critical stimulus in the inattention blindness task. Contrary to the hypothesis that stress 
would lead to poor performance on the inattentional blindness task, results indicated that 
stress condition and detection rates were not significantly related, x2 ( 1, N =  54) = 2 .85 , p 
= .09, Cramer' s  V =  .230 .  
Preexisting Stress 
To examine whether preexisting stress had an effect on overall visual attention 
abilities, the original analyses were repeated, but the PSS median score was included as 
an additional between-subjects variable. First, sustained attention performance was 
analyzed using an ANOVA for mixed factorial designs (see Table 4). Results indicate 
that there was a significant interaction between median PSS scores and time on 
participants' accuracy, F( l ,  49) = 5 .68, p = .02, 'T/p 2 = . 10 .  Participants in the acute stress 
and the control conditions who reported lower preexisting stress showed significantly 
greater improvement from pretest (M = .24, SD = . 1 4) to posttest (M =.39, SD = .20) than 
did their peers. Participants with high PSS scores had greater accuracy during pretest (M 
= .26, SD = . 17), but showed significantly less improvement (M = . 3 1 , SD = .20), see 
Figure 1. Thus, the significant interaction partially supported the fourth hypothesis that 
preexisting stress had a negative impact on participants' overall visual attention abilities, 
at least for accuracy on sustained attention. However, when running this analysis on the 
response times for the sustained attention tasks, no significant results were found. 
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Figure l .  Accuracy on the sustained attention task over time by PSS leve l .  
To further explore the impact of preexisting stress on visual attention, the 
relationship of the PSS median scores with change blindness performance was examined 
(see Table 5) .  An ANOV A for mixed factorial designs was conducted and results 
showed that the interaction between PSS median scores and time only approached 
significance, F( l ,  50) = 3 . 59, p = .06, 1]p 2 = .07 .  The ANOVA conducted on change 
blindness response times and PSS scores also did not yield any significant results. These 
results did not support the fourth hypothesis that chronic stress impairs overall visual 
attention abilities. When running these analyses on response times for the change 
blindness tasks, no significant results were found. However, a trend appeared within the 
response times where the majority of participants exhibited faster response times, but 
participants in the stress condition with higher preexisting stress exhibited a slower 
reaction time (figure 2 and 3) .  
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Figure 3 .  Reaction t ime changes for the change bl indness task in the control condition by 
PSS score 
To examine how preexisting stress might influence inattentional blindness, a chi-
square test was run on the percentages of participants who had high and low PSS median 
scores who either repo1ted seeing or not seeing the critical stimuli.  Results show that 
PSS scores and detection rates were not significantly related, further failing to support the 
hypothesis that higher preexisting stress levels would impair participants' overall visual 
attention abilities. 
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Heart Rate 
Sustained attention. The heart rate data gathered throughout participation was 
examined to understand how physiological signs of stress fluctuated. A multi-way 
ANOVA for mixed factorial designs was conducted on the heart rate (HR) change over 
time for the sustained attention tasks (see Table 6) . Results indicated that there were no 
significant interactions between stress condition and heart rate changes on the sustained 
attention tasks, and there were also no significant main effects of the HR changes. 
However, there was a significant quadratic trend in the interaction between the HR 
changes and the stress condition, F(l ,  49) = 5 .42, p = .02, T/p 2 = . 1 0. Participants in the 
stress condition showed a higher heart rate during the intervention (M = 86.55,  SD = 
1 1 .80), than during both pretest (M = 82.74, SD = 9.60) and the posttest (M = 8 1 .79, SD = 
1 1 .97). In comparison, those in the non-stress co11dition showed a slight reduction during 
the intervention (M = 88 .67, SD = 24.89) relative to their pretest (M = 90.3 1 ,  SD = 3 1 .87) 
and posttest HR (M = 9 1 .30,  SD = 3 1 .95), see Figure 4. This result matches the 
expectation that acute stress would manifest as physiological arousal . However, 
preexisting stress, as measured by PSS scores did not appear to have a significant impact 
on how participants in the study reacted to the acute laboratory stress. 
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F igure 4. Heart rate change across sustai ned attention tasks by condition. 
Change blindness. A multi-way ANOVA for mixed factorial designs was 
conducted on the HR change over time for the change blindness tasks (see Table 7). A 
significant quadratic trend was observed for the main effect of HR change across the 
change blindness tasks, F(l ,  5 1 )  = 5 .59, p =.02, 7Jp 2 = . 1 0. All participants showed an 
increase in HR during the intervention task (M = 87.59, SD = 1 9.20) compared to the 
average HRs during the pretest (M =84.06, SD = 23 .98) and posttest (M = 82.39, SD = 
23 .96). This trend is close to the expectation. However, the participants in the non-stress 
condition also showed an increase during the intervention (M = 87 .70, 88 .67, and 86.33), 
though it was not as large as participants in the stress condition (M = 80 .55 ,  86 .55,  and 
78.6 1 ). (See figure 5) .  
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Figure 5. Heart rate change across change bl indness tasks by condition . 
This analysis was repeated, adding the median PSS scores as an additional 
between subject variable (see Table 8).  There was not a significant three way interaction. 
In contrast, there was a significant interaction between the PSS median scores and the HR 
change of the change blindness tasks, F(2, 98) = 3 .65, p = .03,  1Jp 
2 = .07. Within subjects 
contrasts revealed this interaction to be a significant quadratic trend, F( l ,  49) = 6 .37, p = 
.02, 1Jp 
2 = . 1 2 . Participants with lower preexisting stress showed a higher HR during the 
intervention (M = 9 1 .72, SD = 24.83) than during the pretest (M = 87.43 , SD = 3 1 .92) and 
the posttest (M = 78 .55 ,  SD = 9.93) .  This result suggests that participants not exposed to 
chronic stress have a greater reaction to the intervention task, but that this difference is 
not related to which condition they are in.  Additionally, a quadratic trend for the main 
effect of HR change was found, F ( 1 ,  49) = 5 .90, p =.02, 1Jp
2 = . 1 1 .  Regardless of stress 
level and condition, participants on average had an increase in HR during the intervention 
(M = 87.59,  SD = 1 9.20) relative to both the pretest (M = 84.06, SD =23 .98) and the 
posttest (M = 82.39,  SD =23 .96), see figure 6. These results do not match the expectation 
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Additional Findings 
To test for the influence of the acute stress task on performance, a Pearson' s  r 
correlation was calculated between the heart rate change during the intervention task and 
the number of errors made on the stress task. Individuals who had greater heart rate 
change during the intervention task also tended to make more errors on the stress 
inducing task, r(27) = . 3 5 , p = .04 (one-tailed) . This analysis is further evidence that the 
stress inducing task had an effect on most participants. 
A Pearson' s  r correlation was calculated on the PSS scores and the current stress 
rating of participants. Individuals who had greater average scores on the PSS inventory 
also tended to report a higher current stress level, r(52) = .65,  p <.OO I (one-tailed). This 
correlation suggests that participants who perceived themselves as experiencing higher 
stress levels over the last month also felt greater stress at the time of the experiment. 
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Discussion 
The aim of the current study was to examine the impact of chronic and acute 
stressors on visual attention and heart rate. Specifically, this study examined sustained­
attention, change blindness, and inattentional blindness, and how stress (preexisting and 
acute laboratory stress) affected performance on these measures of visual attention. 
Acute Lab Induced Stress 
Sustained Attention. It was predicted that performance on sustained attention 
tasks would be poorer following exposure to stress. Performance on the sustained 
attention tasks was measured by accuracy (the percentage of hits versus misses and 
errors) and reaction time. Analyses suggest that acute stress applied in the lab did not 
have a significant impact on the participants' performance at any time during the task. 
Previous research has shown that stressors often interfere without our ability to allocate 
our attention. including interference with filtering and processing information 
(Ellenbogen et al., 2002; Eysenck et al., 2007). It was expected that a similar effect 
would appear in the current study, and that exposure to stress would lead to an inability to 
devote attention resources toward the task. Contrary to expectation, there was a 
significant improvement i n  participants' accuracy when comparing the pretest and 
posttest performance. Likewise, participants' accuracy also increased across the blocks 
over time. These results suggest that participants' accuracy improved over the course of 
the sustained attention task. although participants' response times remained stable across 
the sustained attention tasks. 
Additionally, participants often did not respond fast enough before the computer 
timed out, suggesting that the sustained attention task may have been too difficult, 
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resulting in a floor effect. This is potentially related to the fast-paced nature of the task, 
as natural reaction time is likely slower than the task demands. It was common for 
participants to remark after completing the task that they felt it was very fast or that it 
was difficult to complete. Another potential confound is the sensitivity of the program in 
terms of time measurement. as there is the potential for a delay between the keyboard 
signal and the program recording the response. Together, these results suggest that the 
acute stress applied in lab was insufficiently intense to cause measureable impairments in 
attention. 
In contrast to the expected vigilance decrement, modest improvements were seen 
across all blocks of the sustained attention task. Vigilance decrement research suggests 
that our attention naturally fades over the course of about fifteen minutes, or five minutes 
under mental stress (Warm et al., 2008), and the sustained attention tasks usually did not 
last much longer than five to six minutes. The lack of decline in performance could be 
related to the lack of extended time spent on the task, or it could be negated by the effect 
of participants' learning. Because the task was unfamiliar to participants, it is 
understandable that their initial performance would be poorer and that they would 
improve with continual performance and practice. In contrast to the hypotheses, the trend 
of improvement occurred in both the stress and non-stressed condition; mild acute stress 
does not seem to have a significant effect on maintaining attention. The improvement in 
performance could also be connected to an increase in neural activity related to acute 
stress, which has been shown to improve cognitive functioning (McEwen & Sapolsky, 
1 995). The performance changes observed in the current study could be a product of the 
improvements in cognitive functioning under short term stress. A large body of research 
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has shown that extended exposure to stress can damage the brain and important structures 
within ( Lupien et al., 2009; McEwen, 2008; Segerstrom & Miller, 2004) but it could be 
the case that the participants in this study have not experienced enough stress to exhibit 
the deficits related to these types of damage. 
Change Blindness. It was expected that performance on change blindness tasks 
would decline after being exposed to a stress inducing task. Performance for the change 
blindness tasks was measured in terms of both accuracy and response time. Accuracy for 
the tasks was measured by the total number of attempts made before identifying the 
correct answer. This was indicated as a percentage. for example three total attempts 
including the correct answer was 33% accuracy. Any image pairs that were not 
responded to were considered to be inaccurate (or 0% ) . Stress condition did not have a 
significant impact on the performance scores, simi lar to the sustained attention tasks. As 
was the case with the sustained attention tasks. accuracy improved over time, suggesting 
a similar practice effect. Although in the change blindness task there was no way to 
predict what the change would be. a participant could potentially learn search strategies 
to employ when completing the tasks. The overall results suggest that exposure to an 
acute stressor does not appear to interfere with our ability to observe changes in our 
environment. 
Inattentional Blindness. The current study predicted that exposure to stress 
would lead to poorer performance on the inattentional blindness task. indicating an 
impairment in the ability to perceive unexpected stimuli. Rates of inattentional blindness 
were measured by their responses following the presentation of the critical stimulus. The 
majority of participants reported either not seeing the stimulus at all or provided an 
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inaccurate description. Results of the chi-square analysis were not significant. suggesting 
that ability to perceive stimuli and acute stress may not be related. Although not 
significant in this relatively small sample. a greater proportion of participants in the non­
stress condition were able to accurately report seeing the unexpected stimulus. It is 
possible that with a larger sample size a significant trend would appear. Although it may 
not be a dramatic effect. acute stressors may have an impact on our ability to perceive 
stimuli that we do not expect. Even if this were to only occur in low rates, this could 
have serious implications for our safety and performance in high-stress situations. 
Preexisting Chronic Stress 
Impact on Visual Attention. Analyses conducted on participants' median PSS 
scores for all tasks yielded mixed results regarding the hypothesis that preexisting stress 
has a negative effect on visual attention abilities. When examining the interaction 
between the PSS scores and time for the sustained attention accuracy. a significant 
difference became apparent between the participants with high versus low preexisting 
stress. Although all participants showed improvement over time, the participants who 
fell  into the high PSS score group showed significantly less improvement than their 
counterparts. This suggests that chronic stress docs have an impact on sustained attention 
capacity. These results mirror previous findings that individuals with PTSD, a large 
source of chronic stress. show difficulty with attention and encoding information (.I J 
Vasterling et al., 1 998). Changes in response time for the sustained attention tasks was 
not significant. as participants only tended to vary by a matter of milliseconds. This held 
true regardless of both condition and PSS score. The lack of significant results for 
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response time changes could be caused by the same difficulties mentioned previously, 
such as a lack of sensitivity in the mea�ure or slow physical reactions of the participants. 
For the change blindness results, despite no significant interactions occurring, 
some interesting trends did appear in the data. When separating participants by condition 
and comparing the response times of the pretest and the posttest by PSS score, 
participants with higher preexisting stress in the stress condition did not show 
improvements in their speed. Unlike participants with lower PSS scores and all 
participants in the non-stress condition, participants with high chronic stress showed a 
slowing in their performance despite initially having a faster initial reaction time 
compared to their lower PSS score counterparts. Additionally, higher preexisting stress 
participants in the control condition also showed faster overall response times on both 
change blindness tasks compared to their peers. Although the statistics are not 
significant, this trend could suggest that exposure to greater chronic stress could prime 
individuals to engage in search behaviors more often, which would allow them to observe 
the changes in their environment more quickly. Were this trend significant, it could 
provide some insight into the development of hypervigilance symptoms in individuals 
with exposure to trauma or who have PTSD. The decrease in response time of the high 
PSS individuals in the stress condition could suggest that adding acute stress to these 
participants interfered with the priming effect and reduced efficiency. This would align 
with the finding that PTSD has been shown to lead to greater sensitivity to interference 
(Vasterling et al., 1 998), such as the attention disturbance cause by exposure to an acute 
stressor in this study. 
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It does not appear to be the case that chronic stressors lead to an impairment in the 
ability to perceive unexpected stimuli. The low and high preexisting stress groups both 
showed similar distributions of participants who were and were not able to see the 
stimulus. Looking at all three measures of visual attention, it does not appear to be the 
case that chronic stress impairs all aspects. Instead, it seems as though preexisting stress 
had more subtle effects on different areas of attention. One consideration for the reason 
that the impacts of stress were not evident in the current study is that stress impacts many 
crucial areas of the brain (Weymar et al., 201 2) and the diversity of this effect may 
manifest differently across individuals. While a change in attention abilities might be 
quickly apparent in some individuals, there are perhaps other impairments, such as 
memory deficits or changes to decision making. which may appear first. Because the 
length of the experiment was relatively short, it could be the case that not enough time 
elapsed for impairments in attention to appear in many individuals. 
Physiological Responses 
In other studies, monitoring heart rate has been an effective method of detecting a 
response to mentally stressful events (Choi & Ricardo, 2009; Taelman, Vandeput, 
Spaepen, & Huffel, 2008). However, analyzing the HR fluctuations during the current 
experiment yielded mixed results. When examining the HR changes over time for the 
sustained attention tasks, a significant quadratic trend was apparent when examining the 
changes over time between the stress and control conditions. Similarly, a significant 
quadratic trend was present in the HR change across the three time points of the change 
blindness tasks, although this was not related to stress condition. This result suggests that 
unlike the sustained attention tasks, participants in both conditions experienced an 
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elevated H R  during the intervention task regardless of whether the task was neutral or 
meant to induce stress. 
I t  is difficult to draw conclusions from the results of the HR analyses for a 
number of reasons. Perhaps most importantly is the high degree of individual variability 
when examining physiological measures. Several participants exhibited significantly 
elevated HRs throughout participation without any clear reason. It could be that these 
elevations were just natural to the individual, that they responded to participation in 
general with stress, or that the HR monitor itself was not giving accurate readings. A 
high amount of individual variability in HR suggests that results gathered cannot easily 
be interpreted or generalized. 
Clinical Applications 
In the context of psychotherapy it is important to consider a range of factors that 
can contribute to the success of treatment. such as client engagement, dropout rates, and 
therapeutic alliance. The role that stress plays in mental health is  a theme that influences 
treatment for a wide range of concerns. and is not one that should be overlooked when 
considering therapeutic approach and treatment goals. Disorders related to stress. 
specifically PTSD. Depression. and Anxiety. are not only some of the most common 
disorders. but they are also some of the highest instances of comorbidities (Dadic-Hero, 
Torie. Ruzic. Medved, & Graovac, 2009; Foa, 2009). One of the dilemmas in PTSD 
treatment specifically, is that many individuals who complete evidenced based therapies 
do not end care having achieved a meaningful improvement in their symptoms and often 
must seek additional treatment (Cukor, Olden. Lee, & Difede, 201 0). Additionally, 
treatment of PTSD. including active treatment methods such as exposure, tend to have 
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high rates of dropout (Imel, Laska, Jakupcak, & Simpson, 20 1 3). Because of this, it is 
especially important to ensure that additional factors such as the impact that stress may 
have on their ability to engage in treatment or to complete homework does not also 
interfere with treatment success. 
The evidence found in the current study of the effects of stress. especially chronic 
or preexisting stress, suggest that therapists should take into account additional factors. 
One of the findings that has the most significant implications for psychotherapy is the 
negative impact that chronic strcssors can have on sustained attention. Especially in 
disorders like PTSD. where exposure to stress is  long-lasting, an individual 's ability to 
maintain attention should be considered. Therapies that require clients to complete long 
homework tasks or follow lengthy instructions at home will likely show less success. 
Clients may struggle with remembering instructions or with having the attention span or 
patience to complete the assignments. This could lead to discouragement and negative 
responses from the therapist. which will in tum reduce retention rates for therapy. 
Psychotherapies which optimize in-session practice of skills and present focused work 
would likely be more beneficial for clients impacted by reduced attention capacities. 
Limitations and Future Directions 
Several limiting factors were present in the current study. Primary among them is 
the lack of variability in age. gender. or education in the sample utilized. The majority of 
participants were younger, Caucasian females and the sample was not representative of 
the desired population of non-clinical American adults. Because the pool from which 
participants were drawn was related to an introductory psychology course on campus. the 
majority of participants were college freshman between the ages of 1 8  and 1 9. This age 
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range is typically a large adjustment period for many, as they are away from home for the 
first time and are beginning the process of adjusting to the expectations of college. For 
many of these individuals the transition from high school to post-secondary education can 
be difficult, due to increased demands and a lack of developed coping skills. This 
population has the potential to be under a great deal of stress already, and thus could 
potentially be performing at a level of impairment not measurable by the study due to a 
lack of fluctuation during participation. In contrast. it is also possible that participants in 
this age range have already learned how to adjust to the type of stressor applied to 
participants, and thus were not significantly impacted by the acute stressor. 
An additional l imitation of the acute stress applied was the length of time utilized 
in the study. The stress inducing task lasted for only ten minutes and completion of the 
stimulus presentation tasks continued immediately after. The lack of wait time between 
the stress induction and the tasks could have interfered with the impact of cortisol on the 
brain, as it typically takes anywhere from I 0 to 30 minutes for cortisol to peak in the 
system following stress (Kirschbaum & Hellhammer, 2000). 
For future studies, a replication of the current study utilizing a larger and 
heterogeneous sample would be ideal. Beyond that, it would be beneficial to examine 
similar effects within a clinical population. Doing so would allow for a better conclusion 
about the impact of stress on visual attention following long term exposure. Ideally this 
information would be utilized to develop a treatment methodology that addressed 
concerns about visual attention abilities in relation to stress. A clinical trial comparing 
the efficacy of existing treatment styles which rely on different degrees of visual attention 
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could be a beneficial first step in improving the treatment of disorders with high levels of 
stress exposure. 
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Summary Tables 
Table 1 
DemograEhic Characteristics Summary Table 
Characteristic n % 
Age 
1 8  23 42.6 
1 9  1 8  33.3 
20 I O  1 8 .5 
2 1  3 5.6 
Gender 
Male 39 72.2 
Female 1 5  27.8 
Other/Prefer Not to Say 0 0 
Education 
Freshman 37 68.5 
Sophomore 1 3  24. 1  
Junior 3 5.6 
Senior I 1 .9 
Other 0 0 
Ethnicity 
Caucasian 33 61 . 1  
African-American 1 3  24. 1  
Hispanic , 5.6 _, 
Asian/Pacific Islander 0 0 
Other 5 9.3 
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Table 2 
ANOV A Summary Table Sustained Attention Accuracy by Time and Block 




Condition . 1 2  I . 1 2  .72 .40 .01  . 1 3  
Error 8.30 5 1  . 1 6  
Within 
Subjects 
Pretest .77 .77 22.86 .000** .3 1 1 .00 Posttest 
Error 1 . 7 1  5 1  .03 
Block . 1 3  2 .06 6.53 .002* . 1 I .90 
Error 1 .0 1  1 02 .01 
Block x 
Condition .02 2 .01 1 .00 .37 .02 .22 
Interaction 
Error I .O J  1 02 .01  
PrePost x 
Block .0 1  2 .003 .45 .64 .01 . 1 2  
Interaction 
PrePost x 
Block x .01 2 .004 . 5 1  .60 .0 1  . 1 3  Condition 
Interaction 
Error .78 1 02 .01  
Note. * p = .05, **  p <.001 
Table 3 
ANOV A Summary Table Change Blindness Accuracy by Time and Condition 




Condition .00 1 I .001 .03 .86 .001 .05 
Error 1 . 74 52 .03 
Within 
Subjects 
Pre/Post .06 .06 4.5 .04* .04 .56 
PrePost x .01 .01 .36 .55 .01 .09 Condition 
Error 1 .7 1  5 1  .03 
Note. * p = .05, **  p <.001 
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Table 4 
ANOV A Swnmary Table Sustained Attention Accuracr_ by Time and Block by PSS score 




Condition . I 0 1 . I O  .62 .434 .01  . 1 2  
PSS Median .06 1 .03 .36 .55 .01  . 1 0  
Condition x .06 1 .06 .39 .54 .01 . 1 0  PSS 
Error 8. 1 8  49 . 1 7  
Within 
Subjects 
Pre/Post .76 .75 24.96 .000*** .34 1 .00 
Pre/Post x .01  .01  .27 .61 .01  .08 Condition 
Pre/Post x PSS . 1 7  1 . 1 7  5.68 .02* . 1 0  .65 
PrePost x PSS .05 1 .05 1 .69 .20 .03 .25 
x Condition 
Error (PrePost) 1 .49 49 .30 
Block . 1 3  2 .06 6.41 .002** . 1 2  .90 
Block x .02 2 .01 1 .04 .36 .02 .23 Condition 
Block x PSS .01  2 .003 .33 .72 .01 . 1 0  
Block x 
Condition x .03 2 .02 1 .49 .23 .03 . 3 1  
PSS 
Error (Block) .97 98 .01  
Pre/Post x .01  2 .003 .45 .64 .01 . 1 2  Block 
PrePost x 
Block x .01  2 .004 .50 .61  . 1 0  . 1 3  
Condition 
Pre/Post x .01  2 .01  .83 .44 .02 . 1 9  Block x PSS 
Pre/Post x 
Block x .004 2 .002 .26 .77 .0 1 .09 Condition x 
PSS 
Error (Pre/Post .76 98 .01 
x Block) 
Note. * p = .05, **p = .01  *** p <.001 
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Table 5 
ANOV A Summary Table Change Blindness Accuracy by Time and Condition by PSS 
level 





Condition .001 I .001 .02 .88 .00 .05 
PSS .02 I .02 . 5 1  .48 .0 1  . 1 1 
Condition x .04 1 .04 1 .04 .3 1 .02 . 1 7  PSS 
Error 1 .69 50 .03 
Within 
Subjects 
Pretest Posttest .06 I .06 4.66 .04* .09 .56 
PrePost x .003 1 .003 .24 .63 .01  .08 Condition 
PrePost x PSS .05 I .05 3.59 .06 .07 .46 
PrePost x 
Condition x . 0 1  .0 1  . 37  .55 .0 1  .09 
PSS 
Error .62 50 .01  
Note. * p = .05, ** p <.001 
Table 6 
ANOV A Summary Table Heart Rate Change in Sustained Attention Tasks bJJ. Condition 
Source of SS c(f MS 
Variance 
F p TJ/ Power 
Between 
Subjects 
Condition 1 629.04 1 629.04 1 .22 .27 .02 . 1 9  
Error 68059.64 5 1  1 334.50 
Within 
Subjects 
HR Change 40.76 2 20.38 .26 .77 .01 .09 
HR Change 388.36 2 1 94. 1 8  2.45 .09 .05 .48 x Condition 
Error 808 1 .40 1 02 79.23 
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Within Subject Contrast Heart Rate Change in Sustained Attention Tasks by Condition 
Source of SS df MS F P l)p 2 Power 
V"ariance 





Error 341 2.46 
Note. * p = .05 
Table 7 
I 








.0 1  
. 1 0  
. 1 2  
.63 
ANOV A Summary Table Heart Rate Change in Change Blindness Tasks by Condition 












25 1 .05 
Error 3 1 449 .. 55 
Note. * p = .05 









1 . 1 2  
1 . 1 8  
.41  
. 2 1  .03 .22 
. 3 1  .02 .25 
.37 .01 . 1 1 
Within Subject Contrast Heart Rate Change in Change Blindness Tasks by Condition 
Source of SS df MS F P l)p 2 Power 
V'ariance 
I IR Change 657.08 657.08 5 .59 .02* . 1 0  .64 
HR Change 248.9 1 4  248 .91  2. 1 2  . 1 5  .04 .30 
x Condition 
Error 5990.71 5 1  1 1 7.47 
Note. * p = .05 
6 1  
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Table 8 
ANOV A Summary Table Heart Rate Change in Change Blindness Tasks by Condition 
and P.\�<; 




Condition 1 175.36 1 275.36 1 . 1 2  . 2 1  .03 .22 
PSS 277. 1 3  277. 1 3  .30 .59 .01 .08 
Condition x 3 1 1 .425 3 1 1 .425 .34 .57 .01 .09 PSS 
Error 45354.77 49 925.61 
Within 
Subjects 
HR Change 704.2 1 2 352.1  I 1 .20 .3 1 .02 .26 
HR Change 237.73 2 1 1 8.87 .40 .67 .01  . 1 1  
x Condition 
H R  Change 2 1 47.07 2 I 073.53 3.65 .02* .07 .67 
x PSS 
HR Change 
x Condition 5 1 5.32 2 257.67 .88 .42 .02 .20 
x PSS 
Error 28821 .68 98 294. 1 0  
Nole. * p = .05 
Within Subject Contrast Heart Rate Change in Change Blindness Tasks by Condition 
Source of SS df MS F p IJp 2 Poit1er 
T/ariance 
HR Change 636.45 636.45 5.90 .02* . I I .66 
HR Change 236.38 I 236.38 2 . 1 9  . 1 5  . 1 2  .31  
x Condition 
HR Change 686.67 686.67 6.37 .02* . I 2 .70 
x PSS 
HR Change 
x Condition 22.73 22.73 .2 1 .65 .004 .07 
x PSS 
Error 5285.61 49 107.87 
Note. * p = .05 
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Appendix A 
Age: ____ _ Gender: M F 
Year in School: Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Other 
Ethnicity: Caucasian African American Hispanic Asian/Pacific Islander 
Other 
How would you rate your current level of stress? 
' 
Not at all stressed Mild Fairly Stressed Overwhelmed 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
The following questions ask you about your thoughts or feelings during the last month. 
In each case, you will be circling how often you felt or thought a certain way. 
O =  Never I = Almost Never 2 = Sometimes 3 = Fairly Often 4 = Very 
Often 
1 .  In the last month, how often have you 
been upset because of something that 0 2 3 4 
happened unexpectedly? 
2. In the last month, how often have you 
felt that you were unable to control the 0 2 3 4 
important things in your life? 
3. In the last month, how often have you 
felt nervous and "stressed"? 0 I 2 3 4 
4. In the last month, how often have you 
felt confident about your ability to handle 0 I 2 3 4 
your personal problems? 
5. In the last month, how often have you 
felt that things were going your way? 0 2 3 4 
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6. In the last month, how often have you 
found that you could not cope with all the 0 I 2 3 4 
things that you had to do? 
7. In the last month, how often have you 
been able to control irritations in your 0 2 3 4 
life? 
8. In the last month, how often have you 
felt that you were on top of things? 0 I 2 3 4 
9. In the last month, how often have you 
been angered because of things that were 0 I 2 3 4 
outside of your control? 
I 0. In the last month, how often have you 
felt difficulties were piling up so high that 0 2 3 4 
you could not overcome them? 
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Appendix B 
Each block contains 50 sets of 
randomly generated numbers 
The task contains 3 blocks. with a rest 
period between each one 
Series without key number, 
participant responds with ''M" 
key 
Series with key number, participant 
responds with "V" key 
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Appendix C 
Original I mage 
Altered I mage 
Mask 
The task contains I 0 image pairs, which cycle either until a correct change is identified or 1 5  
cycles has occurred 
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Appendix D 
Non-critical trials viewed a total of 8 times, including one practice round. 
1 500 ms 200 ms SOO ms 
Critical trial, viewed only once. 
1500 ms 200 ms SOO ms 
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Appendix E 
Participant # __ 
# of times restarted: Time to Completion: 
0 1 020 0 760 0 500 0 240 
0 1 007 0 747 0 487 0 227 
0 994 0 734 0 474 0 2 1 4  
0 98 1 0 72 1 0 461 0 201 
0 968 0 708 0 448 0 1 88 
0 955 0 695 0 435 0 1 75 
0 942 0 682 0 422 0 1 62 
0 929 0 669 0 409 0 1 49 
0 9 1 6  0 656 0 396 0 136 
0 903 0 643 0 383 0 1 23 
0 890 0 630 0 370 0 1 10 
0 877 0 6 1 7  0 357 0 97 
0 864 0 604 0 344 0 84 
D 85 1 0 591 0 331  D 71  
D 838 0 578 0 3 1 8  0 58 
0 825 0 565 0 305 0 45 
0 8 1 2  0 552 0 292 0 32 
0 799 0 539 0 279 0 1 9  
0 786 0 526 D 266 0 6  
0 773 D 5 1 3  0 253 0 -7 
